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Personal Background

Study of japanology (Japanese studies), sociology 
and ethnology in Munich, Germany
Doctoral thesis on Japanese futures studies 
(futurology), research at Ōsaka university
Lack of up-to-date Japanese-German dictionary 
lead to WaDoku Dictionary Project

“newest” dictionary from 1980 
comprehensive dictionary from 1952 (original 
version from 1937 – old kanji and kana·zukai)
situation of Japanese-English hardly better



WaDoku Project

Very comprehensive Japanese-German 
electronic dictionary
FileMaker database with more than , 
headwords, about , records
With assumed  headwords per page, 
size corresponds to , printed pages
Highly (exible and easily accessible data
Look-up of German is possible (Japanese entry 
with pronunciation)



User Access to the Dictionary


FileMaker runtime as download 
online version on server at Ōsaka

Web page <WaDoku.de>, better user collaboration
,–, visits/day 
,–, page views/day

Data used in JMDict, Papillon Project, Reading 
Tutor, PopJisyo, Wdict etc.
Other formats: edict, EPWING, Firefox sidebar etc.



EPWING format in Jamming



LingoPad on Windows



Moji Sidebar for Firefox



POPjisyo/POP辞書



wadokujt.w3dict.com



wadoku.de



User collaboration

Comments on entries on the web page
Proposals for new entries and corrections
Corrections through editors
Forum
Wiki
Maintenance of web page by volunteers
NPO WaDoku e.V.
Good basis for organic growth of the project



Data and Possible Representation 



Highly Flexible Data

Mostly automated Romanization in several (avours 
(segmentation, mark-up for Japanese pitch accent 
nasalisation of velar plosive and devocalization, 
capitalisation, joshi は wa and へ he)
Parts of speech, conjugation, gender of nouns
Domains, de+nitions, comments on usage, 
etymology, references to synonyms and antonyms
Main entries and corresponding compounds, 
derivations, examples of usage & example sentences



Dictionary for MekiMekiDoitsugo

Project for “Germany in Japan /”
German course for mobile phones
Automated German pronunciation in katakana
Simple reversible dictionary from Japanese-German 
word pairs for , most common German words
Added data on pronunciation, part of speech etc.
Short comings of this approach became obvious 
(uncommon Japanese writings, obsolete entries, 
missing information for Japanese users etc.)



Problems for Dictionary Reversal

Grammatical distance — no word-to-word 
correspondence (noun translated as adjective)
Cultural distance — no semantical one-to-one 
correspondence (de+nition instead of translation)
Di-erent needs of German and Japanese users

information about cultural background
no need for Romaji transcription, or gender 
of German entries and in(ection
Research necessary, e.g. questionnaires

Complex structure of WaDoku data



Problems of Data and Structure

Many orthographical variants Japanese entries
Appropriate translation even on expense of the 
quality of the German (e.g. many nominalisation 
or not typical German) 
Explanations on cultural background are 
difficult to process  
Important information for Japanese users is 
missing — German pronunciation, gender, no 
information on inflection or valency of verbs etc.



Preparation of WaDoku Data

Mark-up for basic meanings of Japanese entry
Mark-up for main meanings of Japanese entry 
(likely to be easily reversible)
Mark-up for reversible translations —
“harmonic dictionary (Kumiko Tanaka-Ishii)
Mark-up for non-reversible translations



Building a Raw Reversed Dictionary 

Create records of one “o.cial” Japanese writing, 
one reading and one German translation
Delete cultural and grammatical explanation on 
Japanese entry (POS, de+nitions, explanations etc.)
Replace actual German word forms with 
dictionary form if necessary (e.g. singular instead 
of plural)  
Add available information about German entry
(pronunciation, in(ection, gender etc.)



Improvement of the Raw Dictionary 

User cooperation
give input about their needs for the dictionary
rank translation candidates according to 
suitability and group sub-meanings  
add and correct translations

Analyses of the entries and NLP
domains with good or bad one-to-one 
correspondence (modern sciences vs. religion)
mark up unlikely candidates (e.g. archaic usage)
probabilities through e.g. frequencies in corpuses



Expected Results

Raw dictionary 
usable dictionary in relatively short time
decent size but relatively mediocre quality

Improvements through user cooperation 
good experience with WaDoku.de
several iterations necessary

Improvements through analyses and NLP 
in parts very promising
in parts uncertain



Conclusion

WaDoku dictionary one of the most important 
electronic tools for German research on Japan
DokuWa dictionary might play a similar role 
for Japanese research on Germany
Developed method could be applied to other 
dictionary projects 
Data probably basis for “harmonic dictionary”
Relatively big bene+t through relatively small 
e-ort
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